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The 49 steps

I’m late again. Out of the subway, up the stairs, and onto the street. It’s another overcast Upper-West-Side morning in Manhattan. At the intersection, I run a stale yellow light and am met with a blare of horns from a fleet of impatient automobiles. They seem as eager as I am to get to their collective destinations. I cross the street, make my way through the glass doors of the Shapiro building, past the security guard, down the stairs, 49 steps in all, to the basement, across the hall, through a door, and into a tiny room that is already descending into darkness. I take the first available seat. As the light falls, a howl rises; half animal, half human. A subsequent pool of light reveals a woman. Her eyes gleam with madness. She triumphantly brandishes something in her hand, holding it high above her for all to see. Is it? Could it be? Yes, it is. A severed head.

Welcome to a typical fall morning for myself and an ever-changing cast of dedicated young directors who have set aside the first three autumnal months of the year to investigate this strange world called Greek tragedy. I’ve been watching scenes like this for nearly two decades now, every Thursday from ten in the morning to one in the afternoon. It is part of a scene study class which I have been tasked to teach for all incoming directors who attend Columbia University’s School of the Arts Graduate Theatre Program. I’ve seen fathers sacrifice daughters, mothers murder sons, sons dispatch mothers, and an occasional god arrive to undo all of these deadly deeds. It is as if that staircase I descend every fall Thursday were some kind of secret time machine, each of those 49 steps taking me further backward into the dark abysm of time where I am enjoined to explain why such scenes are still somehow necessary to another generation of young theatre makers. This book has grown out of those weekly encounters.
The first order of business is always how to navigate one’s way through these ancient texts that go about their “work” in such a radically different manner than our own contemporary drama. For some, this has become an almost insurmountable obstacle. Such a feeling of absolute interpretative futility is perhaps best articulated by Pierre Klossowski, the painter/philosopher/and sometime author, who writes, “This humanity that has vanished to the point that the term ‘vanished’ no longer has any meaning – despite our ethnologies, all our museums, and everything else – how could such a humanity have even existed?” If such a world is indeed so profoundly remote from us, where does one begin? Klossowski believes we must start by looking within ourselves and within our language. He writes:

Forever remote: the exploded star of ancient Greeks now flashes inside us, in the darkness of our memory, in the great starry night we carry in our hearts but flee in our fallacious light of day. And there we trust ourselves to our living language. Yet at times between two everyday words a few syllables of dead languages will slip out, ghost-words that have the transparency of a flame at high noon or an azure sky. But for a moment as we shelter them in the penumbra of our spirit they become increasingly bright . . . And for an instant give hidden meaning back.

Take a simple little word like enthusiasm. Something all of us, hopefully, feel at various moments in our lives. Hiding in the center of this seemingly innocent, quotidian word is something entirely otherworldly. A word within the word: theos (god). There it sits, the secret beating heart of this signifier, giving life to its deepest etymological meaning. Enthusiasm enters our modern-day English from the Old French enthousiasme, which hails from the older Greek enthousiasmos, which goes even further back to a proto-Indo-European root word which is believed to be *dyew. In almost all Indo-European languages the word for God or gods is a descendant of this ancient sounding; from Zeus and Jupiter (via *dyēus-patēr) to the Hindu Dyaus Pita and the Norse *Teiwaz (Tyr). So when we speak about this sensation that we call enthusiasm, what we are really saying, according to exactitude of our etymologies, is that we have been momentarily filled with a god. The point of entry for such divine visitations was the thumos (what we now would call our solar plexus). This was the instrument placed within our chests so that we might receive the divine.

For most moderns, the days of Greek gods entering us have long since passed. The rush of the numinous seems to have gone into hiding, disappearing into everyday words like enthusiasm, or existing between the lines of plays – like those of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides – which often remain “mum” to us in terms of their larger meanings. These plays behave like Aeschylus’ Watchman who informs the audience, “I speak to those who know. For all the rest: ox on my tongue.” The first big challenge facing us is this: how to remove that ox! Because if we can accomplish that, then we just might get these ancient texts to speak freely, to
divulge one or two of their many secrets. This is what Part I of this book endeavors to do: examine how we moderns can cultivate the necessary imaginative space to project ourselves into these works and move about within their various meanings; or, put another way:

**How to read a Greek tragedy: descending into an ancient text**

Such a practice is, for me, like heading down into the bowels of the Shapiro building every Thursday morning. It is a step-by-step affair, ever downward. When we do this in buildings, we call it taking the stairs. When we do it with texts, we call it hermeneutics – a rather off-putting word for a rather miraculous human process. Give the word a second chance and you just might catch a glimpse of divinity. Do you see him? There’s a god hiding out in that word: Hermes, the god of verticality. He’s the one who rushes back and forth between gods and mortals with all manner of messages. Up and down he goes, but then, after a while, mostly down. Though famous for having ushered the souls of the dead to Hades, he now spends most of his days and nights taking gentle readers, like you and me, into the weeds of words. Once upon a time, he guided Orpheus down into the underworld to retrieve his beloved Eurydice; now, he escorts mere mortals into the depths of ancient texts to wrest some meager scrap of meaning. This first chapter begins by taking a quick look at the history of the West’s particular penchant for these descents into the earth, words, texts, and our very selves. It wants to show how all of these various journeys ultimately lead to the same exact destination: the realm of our imagination.

The imagination is not only a space, but also something of a muscle: one that we seem to flex with less and less frequency. We are content to leave the heavy lifting to our modern-day entertainment industry, which is more than happy to step in and do all the imaginative work for us. Not sure what to focus on? Not to worry, the camera will point you in the right direction. Don’t know how to feel about a given scene? Don’t panic, the soundtrack will tell you whether or not to take what you see seriously. Not certain about the work’s ultimate message? Just wait, our hero is about to arrive with a tidy little moral in hand. Still not quite sure you got it all? Relax, they’ll be a sequel next summer. This sort of work is engineered to appeal directly to one’s day-to-day fantasy life, a realm our friendly French theorists call “the imaginary.” But there is another, much less traveled region of the imagination that Henry Corbin, the philosopher turned Islamist, has designated as “the imaginal.” This is a deeper strata of the imagination where a much older set of symbols resides, often smuggled into us without our knowledge and lodged deep within our unconscious. This domain is less and less frequented, leaving these older symbols to remain dormant in our minds, biding their time, waiting for a rhyme between our present and their past in order to reactivate them.

For those who hail from the West, much of this symbolic flotsam and jetsam turns out to be related back to the myths of the ancient Greeks, prompting critics
like George Steiner to ask, “What are we to make of the fact that, when you get right down to it, our psychological and cultural condition finds its origin in a ‘handful of antique stories’?” Steiner, in such statements, seems to be rummaging about in Corbin’s imaginal neck of the woods. We will use one of Steiner’s most beloved examples of this, Sophocles’ *Antigone*, as a vehicle to help us arrive at this imaginal destination. But before we begin such an analysis, we must make an important distinction between the Antigone of myth and the Antigone of tragedy. The latter Antigone, the one we are interested in, speaks to us in the very distinct dialect of the dramatic, employing a range of storytelling inflections that differs markedly from the mother tongue of myth. Even though drama grows out of myth, often finding itself retelling the same story, it does so in a very different register. Drama foregrounds radically different aspects of how things unfold and, perhaps most importantly, how they resolve.

The bulk of Chapter 2 is a purposely cautious journey through Sophocles’ *Antigone*, practicing what Nietzsche called the art of “slow reading.” This is a practice that is becoming harder and harder to maintain in our hyper-accelerated age. If anything, this section wants to give readers permission to rediscover what it means to take one’s time, allowing them to cultivate an interrogative frame of mind where all questions are indulged and no answers are immediately required. The only surety necessary is a singular belief in the power of the interrogative. For it is the question – whether sublime, ridiculous, or quite impossible – that keeps readers moving deeper and deeper into the underworld of the text, leading them to that magical moment when the words on the page become images in their minds. Once these images can be summoned at will, independent of contact with the text, we know we have found our way back to the hidden realm of the imaginal. It is at this point that these images can speak to us. With this in place, we can move to:

When a play can be read as a meta-theatrical manifesto

The following three chapters make up the heart of this book. They each center around a rather straightforward question: Could one read certain of the Greek tragedian’s plays not just as plays, but also as secret (or not so secret) meta-theatrical manifestos on the poetics of tragedy? And if one were to embark on such an investigation, what plays might one choose to develop a set of theories on just what these tragedians thought they were doing when they created this thing called theatre? I have chosen three such plays, one from each of our three major Greek tragedians. These are: Aeschylus’ *Agamemnon*, Sophocles’ *Electra*, and Euripides’ *The Bacchae*. Each of these works are believed to have been written late in the lives of their respective authors and each has a certain summa-like feel; as if they were written, in part, as a definitive statement on their work and the “work” of tragedy itself.

I have turned to these specific texts to tease out an alternative poetics, one which would supplement and complicate Aristotle’s ever-influential musings on the tragic form. Aeschylus’ *Agamemnon* begins this investigation. He is the master when it
comes to the first principles of tragedy. This chapter looks at the centrality of the event in his work, the development of what I call “The Tragic Equation,” and how both of these two essential elements flow into Aeschylus’ haunting notion of pathei mathos (“learning through suffering”). From Aeschylus we move to Sophocles and his Electra to try to better understand the unique role of dialectics in his thinking on tragedy. Sophocles uses the clash of binary oppositions found in myth as the very foundation of his theatre, but his refusal to resolve these opposites creates an intriguing rift between the mythic and tragic. Finally, we arrive at Euripides and his Bacchae. Here we look at the act of recognition (i.e., of seeing) and how it can lead to a fundamental re-cognition (i.e., in thinking), not only for Euripides’ characters, but for his audiences as well. Throughout all this, my primary focus is on what these plays can tell us about the nature and function of theatrical representation.

In doing so, we will also look at how each of these authors uses one or more of their characters as a kind of personification of theatre itself. Aeschylus’ Clytemnestra becomes the first, and perhaps, grandest stand-in for the theatrical practice; she takes on the roles of principal player, author, director, and even scenographer in the impromptu tragedy of her husband Agamemnon. Following on the heels of Aeschylus, Sophocles shows how Clytemnestra’s children, Orestes and Electra, can be seen as the dialectical offspring of their mother’s form of theatre: Orestes representing a “Theatre of Deceit” and Electra a “Theatre of Truth.” Finally, Euripides rounds out this way of looking at these plays with the most natural (and perhaps flamboyant) stand-in for all things theatrical: Dionysus, who is, after all, the god of theatre! It is he who cast Pentheus, the reluctant audience member, as the unwitting principal player in what will become Pentheus’ own ensuing tragedy. Each of these personifications reveals their authors’ understanding of the way tragic theatre goes about its unique work, granting us a rich and varied view of the many modalities and strategies of tragedy. Having descended into the weeds of these texts, Part III of the book attempts to leads us:

**Back toward an aerial view of Greek tragedy**

The final two chapters grant us a more expansive view of the tragic form as a whole (or as whole as we can make it, given we are dealing with a body of work that is even less intact than Rilke’s archaic torso of Apollo). This section begins with a look at the German poet Friedrich Hölderlin’s thoughts on the nature of ancient Greek tragedy. Although these notes are immensely hermetic in nature, they are, to my mind, some of the most insightful observations on the telos of ancient Greek tragedy that have been bequeathed to us. Hölderlin, unlike the rest of us mere mortals, brings an acute poet’s understanding to the work of these kindred poetic souls hailing from another time and place. Somewhere between 1789 and 1800, he jots down his now famous observation that tragedy is: “The metaphor of an intellectual intuition” (“Über den Unterschied der Dichtarten”). This chapter attempts to tease out what Hölderlin might mean by this cryptic remark. It also attempts to unpack other evocative conceptual nuggets as “the quick grasping” of a work of
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art, the “poetic logic” of tragedy, its “calculable law” and “ungovernable thought” which brings us to “the extreme edge of suffering,” and “the eccentric orbit of the dead.” It is here, Hölderlin tells us, that we realize the tragic hero is made up of “nothing but time.” These mad and cryptic notes are meant more for our imagination than our intellect; they somehow bring us closer to the secret beating heart of these plays than any “rational” argument that I have encountered.

The book ends with a chapter on the vast corpus of Greek fragments. This includes the dramatic detritus of not only our three extant tragedians, but also scraps from other fellow dramatists such as Achaeus, Aristarchus, Critias, Diogenes of Athens, Ion, Neophon, and Theognis. It also looks at what the fragments can tell us about the shift in the dramaturgical organization of tragic trilogies. We know that the desire for linked trilogies (think Aeschylus’ Oresteia) shifts during the careers of Sophocles and Euripides; as a result, there no longer needs to be any seeming connection between plays. We have enough material from Euripides’ last posthumous work to begin to have a cautious understanding of how such late trilogies might have functioned: how they might have still rhymed in intriguing ways across what, on the surface, seemed like radically different stories with nothing overtly in common with one another. Examining these fragments gives us a tentative sense of how such late trilogies were organized and suggests that these seemingly unrelated works still created a kind of associational meaning that accrued from one work to the next. It is my hope that this last chapter might inspire more readers and theatre makers to further investigate these shards of lost tragedies in order to gain a fuller picture of this remarkable moment when Western drama was born.

Finally, these last chapters attempt to make a case to our increasingly distracted age that, as the poet Zbigniew Herbert writes, “lingering in the past need not represent a flight from the present, a kind of disappointment. For if we embark on a trip into time while not yet frozen, with all the baggage of our experience, if we inspect the myths, symbols, and legends, to extract from them what is valid, then no one can deny that this effort will be active and productive.”

In full disclosure

I do not subscribe to any one school of interpretation. I came of age between the demise of New Criticism and the rise of Post-Structuralism and was never a true believer in either literary cause. I, like many of my generation, developed an allergic reaction to any critical “ism” in general. The best I can do is look at this vast legacy of critical theory not as a series of fallen gods, but as tools for an interpretational toolbox. I don’t particularly care where these tools come from, or if they are mutually exclusive, as long as they can help me with a provisional understanding of a given artwork. So I am more than happy to use a hammer from Heidegger, a wrench from Lacan, and even a chainsaw from Derrida. I’m open to any approach as long as it helps me build a temporary house of understanding. It is this theoretical eclecticism that, for better or for worse, I end up bringing to the world of tragedy.
When I was in college, the stunning works of Jean Pierre Vernant, Pierre Vidal-Naquet, Nicole Loraux, and Marcel Detienne were finally being translated into English. This was a revelation to me. I was enraptured with these writers, especially the great Vernant who grounded his work on the Greeks in a deep and dynamic understanding of how tragedy rhymes with democracy. I felt and still feel that this is an accurate and timely argument (I will use much of it to discuss the inner workings of *Agamemnon*). On the American side there was the remarkable Martha Nussbaum with her magnificent and similarly inclined work, *The Fragility of Goodness*. Much of this thinking has, justifiably, won the day; although, in lesser hands, it has become somewhat lazy and axiomatic. Recently I’ve begun to feel that, when it comes to tragedy, everywhere I turn, all I hear about is: tragedy and democracy, tragedy and democracy, tragedy and democracy. This beautiful argument has been so watered down that it becomes a kind of de facto utilitarian reading of the form, as if tragedy were only necessary if it is thought of in terms of a kind of glorified civics lesson. Yes, that is a big part of tragedy – I get it. I teach it. I believe it. But . . . but . . . this reductive version of the democracy/tragedy argument often feels at the expense of other, equally rich aspects of Greek tragedy.

Certainly there is an ongoing generation of extraordinary scholars who have broken ground in so many fertile areas of rich and rewarding research; but I cannot help, at times, to be lured by the Siren call of earlier critical eras, strains of thinking that refer back to the Romantics or – God forbid – even the Structuralists! Don’t get me wrong, I’m all for the new ideas – just not always at the expense of old ones.

I also worry that in our current and overzealous desire to make the Ancient Greeks accessible to ourselves, we miss out on their initial strangeness, wonder, majesty, and – perhaps most importantly – mystery. They are so very like us and then not. It is these moments of not to which I want to be sensitive to when we approach this rare creature called Greek tragedy. In this respect my inclination is more philosophical than, say, political, psychological, or historicist. I believe all of these readings to be equally valid, just not what necessarily draws me, personally, to these ancient works. It is somewhat unnerving to realize that these plays can take on so many multiple and even conflicting meanings. This too is part of the tragedy’s perennial mystery. Auden reminds us: “There could be no stronger proof of the riches and depths of Greek culture than its powers of appeal to every kind of person.” This is as true of Greek culture as it is for its most precocious offspring: tragedy. But just what, exactly, is this word and form that we have been bandying about so off-handedly throughout this Introduction?

What we talk about when we talk about tragedy; or, Greek tragedy in a nutshell

Tragedy literally means “goat song.” It is from the Greek *tragos* (goat) and *ôidê* (song). Why the art form bears such a name is, as with many aspects of tragedy, open to interpretation. When I was a student, the etymological roots of this word
suggested: “to sing of the goat.” This, according to some scholars, pointed to the archaic ritual of scapegoating: the yearly practice of selecting an individual who was then either banished or sacrificed to expiate the sins of their whole community. Viewed from this vantage point, tragedy was the aesthetic revision of this rite. Here, a fictive character, like Oedipus, became the theatrical representation of the ritual scapegoat. Nowadays, the generally accepted theory behind the etymological meaning of tragedy has shifted from “song of the goat,” to “song for a goat.” This new line of thinking argues that the goat was basically just a reward for the winner of some ancient choral competition. Such a seismic shift in the understanding of the word tragedy is a good example of the wide array of other competing speculations that are engendered by this most elliptical of art forms.

According to perhaps the most quoted passage of Aristotle’s *Poetics*, tragedy is:

An imitation of an action that is of stature and complete, with magnitude, that, by means of sweetened speech, but with each of its kind separate in its proper parts, is of people acting and not through report, and accomplishes through pity and fear the cleansing of experiences of this sort.\(^7\)

Setting aside the last 11 words, which has been the cause of whole oceans of scholarly ink to be spilt,\(^8\) this is not a bad working definition of the form. Upon closer inspection, one might be inclined to think of Greek tragedy as something akin to Frankenstein’s monster, stitched together by so many disparate and conflicting Greek pastimes: singing, dancing, Homer, and the love of a good rhetorical debate. Every Greek tragedy can be broken down into the following elements:

1. **Prologos** – the beginning of a Greek tragedy which usually starts with a speech from a figure who directly addresses the audience. This figure is usually either quite prominent, like a god (think Aphrodite in *Hippolytus*); or rather minor, like a servant (think the Maid in *Medea* or the Watchman in *Agamemnon*). Rarely are these openings given over to the central character of the tragedy, although we do have a few have examples of this as well (think the opening scene in *Antigone* where Antigone immediately appears looking for her sister).

2. **Parodos** – which means entry song. It is sung by the chorus when it enters. In the early tragedies this was usually made up of anapestic meters (de-de-Dum) which are slightly martial in feel. Later tragedies might involve *amoibaion*, a lyric dialogue between the chorus and a major actor.

3. **Epeisodia** – there are usually five or so episodes interspersed between choral *stasimon* (songs) throughout the arc of a given tragedy. These dramatic scenes all contain an event which will, in some way, change the situation of scene, pushing the tragedy forward to the next event/episode. These episodes usually contain one of the following six dramatic devices:

- **Agôn Logôn**. This is a rhetorical battle of wits. The Greeks loved a good argument, whether it was histrionic in Aeschylus, dialectic in Sophocles,
or sophistic in Euripides. This is one of the most popular ingredients of a Greek tragedy.

- **Amoibaion.** This is a lyric dialogue between two characters or a character and the chorus.

- **Kommos.** This literally means “striking” and is associated with the action of a grief-stricken person beating their breast in mourning. In tragedy, this becomes a form of lyrical lamentation.

- **Rhêsis.** This is an extended speech, usually in tetrameters. These set speeches run the gamut of human expression. In such moments a tragic figure might justify, lament, critique, review his or her life, or simply bid the world ado.

- **A Messenger Rhêsis.** This is a speech, given by an aforesaid messenger, relating to some off-stage, often violent, event. The Messenger relays this event in vivid detail. This is the closest Greek tragedy comes to harkening back to its Homeric/bardic roots. In short: It is a really good story told well.

- **Stichomythia.** This is a rapid exchange of short single lines between two or more characters. One could paraphrase such an exchange in the following manner: “Don’t.” “I will.” “You won’t.” “You’ll see.” “You’ll be sorry.” “Says who?” “Says me.” The Greeks couldn’t get enough of this sort of pithy exchange.

4  **Stasimon** – between each episode we will find a different kind of stasimon (song) from the chorus commenting or elaborating on what has just transpired. This is almost always in the form of strophe and antistrophe. These are the two major elements that make up a choral ode. They literally mean “turn” (strophe) and “counter turn” (antistrophe). These two terms grew out of the choreography of the chorus where the strophe was a turn from east to west and antistrophe was a counter turn from west to east. This becomes one of the essential organizing principles for the development of a given chorus.

5  **Exodos** – this is the scene following the final choral stasimon. In Euripides, this often results in some sort of divine intervention or revelation.9

That’s it. It’s that straightforward. Every tragedy has to have these five basic structural blocks: a prologos, a parodos, multiple epeisodia, interspersed with stasima, and resolving in an exodus. Each of these episodes is made up of either an agôn logôn, an amoibaion, kommos, rhêsis, messenger rhêsis, stichomythia, or some sort of interesting recombination of these elements. Just as the audience would come in already knowing the plot of the story (which was most usually based on a few select myths), they would also be familiar with the structural elements that supported the unfolding of the story. This is not so different from an ice skating routine where one expects to see the skater perform a lutz, triple axle, or quadruple leap. Remember, these tragedians were also competing; they were being judged not only on the merits of the story, but also on how they handled the story within the demands of these very specific structural expectations. This is also not that
dissimilar from our modern-day genre expectations. We know that if we go to see a thriller, there is every likelihood that we will see a car chase. This is to be expected, but what is unexpected – and eagerly anticipated – is how each director will realize their particular car chase, how will it be different from all the other car chases we’ve already seen. The Greek audience might have felt the same way about an ensuing ἀγῶν λόγων.

Now these limited structural principles are supported by an equally limited palette of story patterns. Peter H. Burian tells us, try as he might, he can only discern five basic story lines in the canon of extant Greek tragedy. These are plots of:

1. Retribution: The punishment of past offenses (think *Agamemnon*)
2. Supplication: The seeking of asylum by those who are dispossessed (think *Suppliant Women*)
3. Sacrifice: The giving up of one’s life for the greater good (think *Iphigenia in Aulis*)
4. Rescue: The saving of a life by another (think *Iphigenia in Taurus*)
5. Recognition: The return and discovery of one thought lost (think *Helen*)

There can also be combinations of these five patterns to create a series of intricate variations. For instance: take a little retribution, add a touch recognition, and you have *Electra*. Take a little retribution, add some supplication, throw in a dash of sacrifice, and you get *Medea*. Take a little sacrifice, add a healthy dose of supplication, mix in just a hint of rescue, and finish it off with a dollop of retribution, and you end up with *Trojan Women*. Burian concludes this review of the limited repertory of plot types in the extant Greek tragic canon with the following observation:

> These story patterns function as a system whose signifiers are closely aligned to the central values and conflicts of a culture . . . staging in ever new guises the immemorial conflicts of male and female, parent and child, rival siblings, individuals versus community, of mortals versus gods.¹⁰

All of this, Burian tells us, points to “tragedy going about its cultural work.” In other words, tragedy is “working through” the problems which face 5th-century Athenian audiences. It does so by employing a certain set of mythic stories; although, where myth has a tendency to validate, tragedy begins to cultivate a tendency toward critique. This fundamental difference between the mythic and tragic register will become a major leitmotif of the ensuing pages. But we’re getting a bit ahead of ourselves; for now it is enough to bear in mind that this immensely complex and contradictory creature called Greek tragedy grows out of a very fixed set of structural expectations and an even narrower palette of story patterns. This is just one of the many paradoxes that we will encounter as we work our way through this ever elliptical mode of dramatic expression.

Well, this pretty much constitutes what would pass for the first day of class with my students. Speaking of whom, if you’d permit me, I’d like to return to them for
a moment, and take those 49 steps back down to the bowels of the Shapiro building on 115th Street between Broadway and Riverside Drive.

Notes from the underground; or exercise #1: the dreaded Greek chorus

As I mentioned, it was here, in a little black box theatre, where many of the questions that this book attempts to address were first articulated. It was also here that the vertigo-inducing abilities of the ancient Greek tragedians first made themselves known to me in all their majesty and terror. In this case, the majesty was in the words of these writers, and the terror was in the eyes of the assembled directing students as I informed them that their first assignment would be to stage a Greek chorus.

“I’m sorry, did you say: a Greek chorus?” asks one student.
“‘Yes.’
“A whole Greek chorus?”
“Yes.”
“From beginning to end?”
“Yes.”
“How?”
“How, what?”
“Should we go about making it?”
“I don’t know.”
“You don’t know?”
“Well, truth to tell: no one really knows.”
“They don’t?”
“No. But –”
“What?”
“In this case, not knowing can be a good thing.”
“It can?”
“Yes.”
“Why?”
“Well, you’ve got carte blanche.”
“To do?”
“Whatever you want.”

This does not necessarily allay my students’ trepidations, but it does make them feel a little less panic stricken to know that our understanding of Greek tragedy is not at the same in-depth level of, say, Japan’s understanding of Noh Theatre. This extraordinary form of theatrical expression has an unbroken tradition, handed down from master to disciple since its inception in the 16th century. Our tradition in relation to Greek tragedy is, like so many other of our Western traditions, a broken one. Our knowledge of the form and its theatrical practices exists somewhere between
a well-informed conjecture based upon certain limited historical/archeological evi-
dence and a your-guess-is-as-good-as-mine leap of creative and scholarly faith.

Nowhere is this perhaps more true than with the Greek Chorus. In the begin-
ning, long before there was tragedy, there was the chorus. Tragedy, we are told,
slowly evolves out of seasonal festivals where choral competitions were held.
Legend has it that one day the actor Thespis stepped forth from one such chorus,
changed a pronoun or two, and low and behold tragedy was born. Although this
new form could never quite shake its choral origin, tragedy would remain a reso-
lutely plural affair. This unique dramatic device is, in many ways, the most alien
aspect of Greek tragedy. Yes, we have choruses in opera and in our American
musicals, but they don’t quite function in the same exact fashion. The relentless
presence of the Greek chorus remains something of a mystery. Why are they
almost always there? Why are they so necessary? And just who are they? Some-
times they are the status quo, sometimes soldiers, sometimes suppliants, and even,
on occasion, “barbarians.” Sometimes they seem to speak the mind of the author,
sometimes the mind of the audience, and – on rare occasions – the mind of a
god. No matter what role they seem to assume, they always ensure that whatever
may want to be private must remain resolutely public. This simple brute fact changes
everything. The chorus, in many ways, becomes for tragedy what the observer
is to one of physicist Werner Heisenberg’s subatomic experiments. Both outside
presences seem to secretly change the outcome of what is being observed just by
the act of observation itself! And so, the chorus’s presence seems to forever alter
the very nature of the dramatis personae, forcing these characters to super-size
their language and their behavior for all those now assembled. As a result, every-
thing these principal players do is, consciously or unconsciously, mediated in
response to the ever watchful eyes of these on-stage interlocutors. This forces yet
another layer of opacity between these already enigmatic tragic heroes and our
understanding of them.

In many ways, the chorus is an immensely multifaceted dramatic device, allow-
ing tragedy a certain amount of narrative dexterity. It enables these authors to
expand and contract the various thematics of their stories at will. A simple scene
between two agonists can become the subsequent source of a much larger meta-
physical rumination on the part of the chorus (think the Sophocles’ famous cho-
ral ode on humankind in Antigone), or the grand historical sweep of the Trojan
War can be distilled to its most intimately personal register with an ensuing cho-
ral lament (think of any number of stasima in Trojan Women). Finally, the chorus
becomes a kind of mirror reflection of ourselves as audience. We watch these other
watchers and find ourselves taking our cues from them, modeling our reactions
after theirs, and being quietly trained in the fine art of spectatorship. And when
the principal players leave the stage, the chorus is still there. Silent no more, they sing,
they dance, they tell us what they think, what they feel, and what they fear. Soon
their thoughts are our thoughts; we become them and they become us. Before we
know it, we are one theatrical consciousness.
In these moments, when they explode into song and dance, what did they sound like? Look like? How did they move? This is just the first in a series of unknowables that come between us and Greek tragedy. For me, this limitation of knowledge should not be a source of despair, but rather an open invitation for further investigation and reinvention of the form. This is what we've been trying to do in the basement of Columbia's Shapiro building for all these years, looking for those moments where what seemed distant and dead could, on occasion, come vividly and miraculously back to life. Our point of departure for this investigation becomes the staging Greek chorus, which is the directors first assignment. The basic pedagogical rationale behind starting with the chorus is that, after this, everything else about Greek tragedy should seem easy (Ha! Ha!). Low and behold, there are always one or two of these forays into the Greek chorus where one can feel the sudden and profound power that these ancient works still possess. Often this is thanks to the intentional or unintentional intersection between our present and the play's past, where, for a brief instant, these two tenses rhyme. If you will indulge me, I'd like to recount one such moment when the past and present aligned. This was with a chorus from Euripides' *The Bacchae*, staged by the extraordinary young director, Pavol Liska. It went something like this:

The lights fade. In the darkness we hear music. A solo piano. Is it a piece by Saint Saens? Satie? Faure? Hard to say. It is delicate though and somehow sad, very sad. Lights slowly rise. The music continues. Before us is a line of people, four in all, equally spread out horizontally across the stage. They are all dressed in contemporary winter wear. One has a crumbled newspaper under his arm; another is carefully sipping coffee from a styrofoam cup; a third has headphones on – bobbing to a seemingly relentless beat that only he can hear; the fourth is reading a text on her cellphone. They exude a kind collective affectlessness. The atmosphere is one of infinite boredom; a low frequency ennui permeates the space. The music continues. Every so often, one of the four will look at their watch, then lean forward, then crane their neck, then look off to the left. It is clear they are waiting for something in the distance. Whatever it is, it does not arrive. Nothing to be done but go back to their paper, or coffee, or music, or texting. Where are they? What are they waiting for? Through these slow repetitive gestures it dawns on us: We are at some subway stop, waiting for a train that never comes. As we make this realization, one of the awaiting passengers speaks Reginald Gibbons' luminous translation of the following chorus in a completely affectless voice:

Will I ever celebrate
All night with white foot
Flashing in the bacchic dance?

Will I ever fling back
My head and let the air
Of heaven touch my throat
With dew, like a fawn at play
In the green meadows?¹¹

No one seems to hear him. No one seems to care. Another looks at her watch, leans forward, cranes her neck, looks to the left, sees nothing, and returns to her default pose of sipping coffee. Then, she too speaks, in an equally affectless manner, sharing the following off-hand observation:

```
What is wise? What gift from the gods
Do mortals judge more beautiful
Than to hold our outstretched
Strong hand over an enemy's head?
```

This too seems to fall on deaf ears. The woman calmly returns to sipping her coffee. The young man with headphones continues to bob to the throbbing music that only he can hear. He begins to hum and then sing with growing intensity:

```
The unremitting power
Of the divine begins only
Slowly to move, but
Always moves.
```

The person next to him, who has been texting joins in, singing as well:

```
It brings
To reckoning those mortals
Who honor senseless
Arrogance and who with mad
Beliefs do not give
The gods their due.
```

And then the man with the crumpled newspaper and the woman who has been sipping her coffee join in as well, the song now building in bacchic intensity:

```
Whatever the divine may be,
Whatever over long ages of time
Is accepted as lawful, always,
And comes to be through nature.
```

Then as suddenly as they started, all stop; restrain themselves, returning to their collective affectless state. One says:

```
Happy is he who escapes
A storm at sea and finds safe harbor.
```
Another says:

Happy is he who has risen above
Great toils.

A third says:

And hopes are as many as those who hope –
Some will end in rich reward, others in nothing.

Finally all four say:

But those whose lives are happy
Day by day – those
I call the blessed.

And with that the four go back to their default waiting poses. The music continues as they wait . . . and wait . . . and . . . wait. A brief eternity seemed to transpire, long enough for us to ask, “What was it they were waiting for, again? A train? A god? A god as train?” In the end, it didn’t seem to matter anymore. None came. And as the lights began to fade, one sensed that none would ever come. This scene by Pavol remains one of the most wonderful and evocative collisions between the present and the past that I’ve experienced in class. In a way, I could imagine everyone in that initial audience feeling quite at home in this world, from the first three lines of the scene:

Will I ever celebrate
All night with white foot
Flashing in the bacchic dance?

The problem extends beyond the chorus and into the audience itself, articulating a secret desire that so many of us unconsciously long for. In a fallen secular world, we all find ourselves on a kind of existential subway platform waiting for a god in the form of a train to take us away. Transport us elsewhere. Anywhere but here, which has become this terribly quotidian world of ours. Let’s imagine that Pavol’s train did, indeed, arrive. Shall we board? Its next stop: the underground of the ancient text. Quickly now, the doors of the subway car are about to shut.
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